
DECOR

DÉCOR STYLING
§ UEG employs Creative Designers, Creative Props Artists, Florists, and Décor Design Specialists in-house.
§ UEG has a showroom where clients may view venue décor goods, and schedule mock setups, and demonstrations of décor 

concepts.
§ We have a large selection of rental stock and keep it up to date with current trends.
§ UEG stocks a wide range of event furniture, tables, and chairs in various sizes to accommodate small and large gatherings.
§ UEG, in collaboration with Inspire Furniture, offers the widest range of event furniture in South Africa.
§ Our décor is well priced, and we offer packages that appeal to all events, large and small, from intimate home parties to huge 

conferences and gala dinners.
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DECOR

COCKTAIL DECOR
§ In collaboration with Inspire Furniture, UEG offers the widest range of events, cocktails, décor, and furniture in South Africa.
§ We are always on the lookout for the next cocktail furniture trend so that we can provide our clients with the most up-to-date 

designs.
§ We provide a drop-off and pick-up service from home parties, office get-togethers, and expo stalls.
§ We have a wide range of cocktail furniture that is ideal for expo booths and trade exhibitions.
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DECOR

WEDDINGS
§ For over 20 years, UEG has served the wedding industry.
§ We provide all of the services you’ll need for your wedding, including décor, sound and lighting, staging, furniture, welcome

drinks, and fun munchies, as well as outdoor tents for the ceremony.
§ On the day, for wedding management, one sales consultant and one event manager will manage all the services we provide.
§ Venues in South Africa: We have worked with 90% of all wedding and event venues in Gauteng and Cape Town.
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DECOR

REQUIREMENTS
§ Venue dimensions (length, width, and height) needs to be accurate and correctly disclosed to avoid additional costs been incurred 

by the client during the setup.
§ Rigging/attachment points must be available for all stretch panels and roof draping installations. UE Group will be able to install 

point at an additional fee charged for client account.
§ Permission for any additional fitment of rigging points, rope lines, hooks, and draping bars at the venue, need to be arranged by the 

client and authorized by the venue prior to installation/setup.
§ Any rigging points, rope lines, hooks or drape bars required for installation after acceptance of the quotation, will be charged at an 

additional charge to the clients account.
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